Worksheets

Study Tips for Success
Use Colour

Drink water

Learn what you don’t know

Everything is hard before it is easy

Note taking

Comparing Notes With and Without Colours

Student
Blackline
Master

Look at these two examples of notes… which ones are more interesting for the brain? Why?

How has the student used colour to help them to remember the information better?
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Note Taking With Colour
Use colour to write notes about the text below.

Helen Keller Biography
Helen Keller (1880-1968) was an American author, political activist and
campaigner for deaf and blind charities. Helen became deaf and blind as a
young child and had to struggle to overcome her dual disability. However, she
became the ﬁrst deaf-blind person to attain a bachelors degree and became an
inﬂuential campaigner for social, political and disability issues. Her public
proﬁle helped de-stigmatise blindness and deafness, and she was seen as a
powerful example of someone overcoming diﬃcult circumstances.
“Once I knew the depth where no hope was, and darkness lay on the face of all
things. Then love came and set my soul free. Once I knew only darkness and
stillness. Now I know hope and joy.”
- Helen Keller, On Optimism (1903)
http://www.biographyonline.net/women/helen-keller.html
Now in the space provided below use colour to write some notes about Helen Keller based on
what you have learned above.
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Water Information
Can prevent and
alleviate headaches

Is absolutely essential to the
human body’s survival. A
person can live for about a
month without food, but only
about a week without water.

Naturally moisturizes skin and
ensures proper cellular formation
underneath layers of skin to give
it a healthy, glowing appearance.

Aids in the digestion process
and prevents constipation.

Can significantly reduce
joint and/or back pain.

Sustains the primary mode of
transportation for all nutrients
in the body and is essential for
proper circulation.

Leads to overall greater health
by flushing out wastes and
bacteria that can cause disease.

Leads to increased energy
levels. The most common
cause of daytime fatigue is
actually mild dehydration.

Regulates body
temperature

Drinking Water...
Sweating
leads to losing water. Drink
plenty of water before, during
and after exercise.

Yellow

Check the colour of your
urine. The more transparent
it is, the more hydrated you
are. The ideal colour is a
very pale - to pale yellow.

Losing

Children

Drink

before you’re thirsty
By the time you “feel” thirsty,
your body has lost up to five
cups of water.

heat up faster
Children gain heat faster
than adults when the outside
temperature is higher than
the body temperature. Be
sure to have plenty of water
available during the hot
summer months.

Hunger

Refill

Carry a reusable bottle
and refill it at the tap
throughout the day.

vs. Thirst

If you’re hungry, drink
water. Hunger and thirst
are easy to confuse.

Schedule it

Weight

Drink water on a schedule: when
you wake up, at breakfast, lunch
and dinner, then, before you go to
bed. Or, have a small glass of water
at the top of the hour.

Research
suggests
that drinking water
can help weight loss.
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Why Water:
Write down 3 great reasons for you to drink water throughout the day.

Day

Equivalent of 250ml glasses drunk (show how much water you
have had each day using the glasses below)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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The Phonetic Alphabet

As a student pilot, I have had to learn the phonetic alphabet. This is the alphabet used
by pilots, air traﬃc control and the military, among others, to correctly issue
instructions.
For example, every aircraft in the world has a tail number, like N711BW. When I’m
speaking with air traﬃc control, the plane would be identiﬁed as November Seven
One One Bravo Whiskey. This ensures that the correct letters are being used, because
some letters -- M and N, B and D -- sound very similar, which could cause problems.
So here is the ICAO phonetic alphabet, below.

A - Alpha

N - November

B - Bravo

O - Oscar

C - Charlie

P - Papa

D - Delta

Q - Quebec

E - Echo

R - Romeo

F - Foxtrot

S - Sierra

G - Golf

T - Tango

H - Hotel

U - Uniform

I - India

V - Victor

J - Juliet

W - Whiskey

K - Kilo

X - X-ray

L - Lima

Y - Yankee

M - Mike

Z - Zulu
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The Phonetic Alphabet
How much of the phonetic alphabet do you know? Testing time…

Letter

Phonetic Alphabet word

Letter

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E

F

F

G

G

H

H

I

I

J

J

K

K

L

L

M

M

N

N

O

O

P

P

Q

Q

R

R

S

S

T

T

U

U

V

V

W

W

X

X

Y

Y

Z

Z

Score

/26

Phonetic Alphabet word

/26

Score
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What I can do now that was hard
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Everything is hard before it is easy - the Line of Life
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Here is a simple success formula. This is why everyone who is physically able to, can walk. When
they fell down they simply got back up. That’s it - it’s not rocket science - just a simple rule in life to
remember. When you fall down, you simply get back up. So learning the information you don’t
know might be hard to start with, but the more you do it the easier it will get.
Sometimes when people make mistakes or get things wrong, certain behaviours can arise that are not
useful for continuing the learning process. For example, some people may deny what is happening
and pretend it’s not their fault or not happening at all. They might pretend that their study is going
well and pretend not to notice that they are failing their subjects.
Another behaviour is to make excuses for the results they are getting. For example, making an excuse
for not handling in an assignment when the truth is they didn’t prioritise the assignment or care
enough about completing it.
The third behaviour that often occurs is blaming others for results. A student might say, “It’s my
teacher’s fault I failed the exam”.
These three behaviours keep people from playing the game of life by joining them up to the VICTIM
TEAM. The good news there are three alternative behaviours to choose a life above the line.
Take OWNERSHIP - you can take ownership by simply saying “Oops I made a mistake” and
admitting you are at fault.
Be ACCOUNTABLE- you take account for what is happening in your life and why.
Take RESPONSIBILITY- you take full responsibility for the results you get without making excuses
or blaming others.
People who use these three behaviours are playing the game of life in what we call the
LEARNING TEAM.
What team are you on?
LEARNING TEAM
Ownership
Accountability
Responsibility

Line of life

VICTIM TEAM
Blame
Excuse
Deny
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Line of Life
Name the behaviours that sit above and below the line:
LEARNING TEAM
O
A

Line of life

R
VICTIM TEAM
B
E
D

Complete the T chart with real life examples:

I am in the learning team when I…

I am in the victim team when I…
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Mindmapping

© Paul Foreman http://www.mindmapinspiration.com

Mindmapping is a technique to help organise ideas.
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Different layout on your page

Visual Note Taking

• Draw basic strokes - lines, arrows
• Draw basic shapes - frames around information
• Draw basic ﬁgures - you don’t need too many details

• Support text with icons and pictures
• Write legibly - you need to be able to read this for a while
• Use colour- think about the colours you are using

• Draw icons and symbols- make sure they are meaningful for you
• Listen and prioritise relevant points - don’t record everything
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Note taking examples

What elements have they used in the example mindmaps or visual notetaking?

What techniques I can use to improve my notetaking that will help me record my
information faster…
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